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INTegrity * Excellence * Innovation

VISION
As a nationally-recognized research library, we fuel UTSA's ascent to Tier One.

MISSION
The UTSA Libraries advance research and education, stimulate discovery and creativity, and engage and transform our diverse communities by providing distinctive expertise, high quality information resources, inspirational spaces and innovative and responsive services.

INCLUSIVENESS * RESPECT * COLLABORATION

INTERNAL PROCESSES
Continuously improve the processes that fuel our strategy
Cultivate strategic intramural and extramural partnerships

USERS
Create user experiences that are high quality, consistent and robust - regardless of users, locations, access methods or objectives
Partner with faculty on innovative teaching, learning and research
Provide resources and spaces that advance research, teaching and student success

FINANCIAL
Align budget with strategy
Establish new revenue streams

STAFF GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT
Recruit, develop and retain excellent and diverse staff
Develop skills sets for critical and emerging areas
Encourage and recognize collaboration and innovation